Introduction
Synchrotrons designed originally for proton acceleration are now being modified for heavy ion acceleration. Their vacuum which is suitable for good proton operation is usually too poor for the acceleration of fractionally charged heavy ions and, consequently, they can only be used to accelerate fully stripped or bare ions. Some kind of injector accelerator must provide the necessary fully stripped ions with adequate intensity for the planned research program which means that the yields of fully stripped ions fromn various kinds of stripping foils must be known as a function of energy. A complete study was made for all charge states from the incident beam charge state up to the fully stripped or bare ion state; however, this paper will only discuss the bare ion yields.
Atomic Theory Calculations
With the three sets of measurements for U, Au, and Xe ions the data can be parameterized with atomic theor etical calculations so that other projectile stripping characteristics can be fairly reliably predicted. Predictions of bare ion yields for 71Lu, 63Bu, 41b, and 26Fe were calculated so that accelerator designers may interpolate from the figures for any projectile Z desired.
The yield of charge fractions of relativistic ions penetrating through foils is determined by a competition between electron stripping ("ionization") and pickup ("capture"). The target thickness (t) dependence of the yield of a particular ion species with n electrons is fairly complicated, but after a sufficient thickness te ) is traversed, the yield becomes independent of t. that point, there is an equilibrium between stripping and pickup of electrons. If the equilibrium yields of ions with n>2 are negligible, one can show that the equilibrium yields of ions with n=.O, 1 and 2 are, respectively: 8 Fo0[1+(po/sl) (l+Pl/s2)V1' (1) Fj=(pO/s1)FO, F2=(Pl/s2)Fl, where pn is the pickup and sn is the stripping cross section for an n-electron ion. One can also show, that to a good approximation the equilibrium thickness is given by8 (2) where nt is the number of target atoms per unit volume.
In Fig. 2 MeV/N. Hence, Table I can be used as a guide for different projectile energies.
As previously discussed, it is important to compute the electron pickup probability for a bare ion (=ntpot) traversing large distances in an accelerator vacuun. The pickup cross section po in mylar, which has a Zt composition similar to air is shown in Fig. 3 .
Here, at higher energies, capture is nearly all radiative, and there should be no disagreement with measured cross sections, since the theory (inverse photo-electric effect) is well understood.11 The disagreements found may point to some difficulties in the measurements. (U) and present work (Xe).
